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Attendee Demographics

Company Type

- Service / Supply: 25%
- Engineering / Construction: 15%
- Consultant Company: 12%
- Financial: 3%
- Government / Library / Education: 5%
- Oil & Gas Operator: 19%
- Contractor: 9%
- Other: 12%

Out of 210 delegates, the majority (25%) work for a Service / Supply company followed by Oil & Gas Operators at 19% and Engineering / Construction at 15%.

Job Type

- Management (CEO, Pres, VP): 54%
- Sales / Marketing: 19%
- Purchasing / Consulting: 3%
- Engineering / Technical / Geosciences: 9%
- Superintendent / Field Professional / Foreman: 2%
- Other: 13%

Well over half of attendees are decision makers (CEOs, Presidents, Vice Presidents, Executive Management).

Delegate Testimonials

"The presentations were fully rich. The content met all the expectations."
- Business Manager, Geo-Data Company

"Excellent Summit, very good organization."
- Project Manager, Engineering Solutions Company

"Great event, fantastic facilities, overall good speakers."
- Partner, Law Firm

"First summit focusing on SURF contractors. I hope to see it next year."
- General Manager, Contractor

"Straight to the point event. Everything worked well."
- Supply Chain Executive, Service Company

Overall Global Offshore Brazil Summit 2019 Rating
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The Global Offshore Brazil Summit addresses the impact of Brazil's transformation to a more competitive market let by multiple Global Operators which will drive long-term growth in the world's most prolific Deepwater arena. Success in Brazil relies on understanding and cooperation among Operators and the Supply Chain, and requires a firm understanding of the current regulatory and financial environment. The summit is comprised of multiple interactive Panel Sessions over two full days discussing the Strategy, Finance and Technology needs of the international marketplace, with a particular focus on assessing and strengthening the Deepwater Supply Chain. Attendees will gain comprehensive knowledge of Brazil's challenges and opportunities in addition to unrivaled networking activities.

For more information about abstract submission please visit www.GlobalOffshoreBrazil.com/Call-for-Abstracts-2.
Sponsorship Opportunities

Diamond Level - $20,000
- Lanyards

Platinum Level - $15,000
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- Lunch

Gold Level - $10,000
- Audience Response
- Conference Program
- Conference Technology
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